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For 2018 we have improved the TT500 wiring kits, making it possible to choose parts individually
so you can build your system the way you want it. You must use specified Speed Shop parts where
we say to ensure the system will work correctly. You may already have these that came as part of
our other kits.
You start with a TT5 wiring loom, use this guide to help you make sure you get all the basics right
then go on to the possible options you can use. Needless to say you should be confident with
electrics and have a plan, preferably drawn out if you want mix things up and build your own
system. If you struggle with electrics, follow this guide fully, the recommended parts are designed
to fit together.
Rex’s TT500 lighting kit came about as Yamaha did not seriously believe that anyone would want
to fit lights to this model. This became blatantly apparent when people tried to use the Yamaha
lighting kit and soon found it blows the headlamp bulb before your eyes have grown accustom to
the gloomy beam it gives. Rex’s kit provides regulated 12 volt power for road lighting, horn and
brake lights that operate from the handle bar lever or foot pedal, you choose the parts you want. In
the UK a full MOT can be obtained using this kit, not just a “day-time only” one. This system is
aimed at TT500s but you can use it on the XT500 to give a ‘bare bones’ wiring system.

TT500 generator modification for road lighting.
We recommend you start at the generator as the TT500 lighting coil is completely unsuitable and
must be replaced. No rewinding or other persuasive force can change this, the iron core is simply
too small to make enough power, no matter how much copper you wrap around it. One solution is
our 12 volt electronic ignition kits - these are an ideal power source, they have the correct type of
winding, they come ready wired plus the correct voltage regulator is in the kit.
However if you don’t want electronic ignition and prefer the simplicity of contact breaker ignition
you have this option too. In this case you must remove the TT500 lighting coil and in its place fit
our 12 volt lighting coil (LC-1), this is the recommended option. There is an alternative, you can
use a (6 volt) XT500 lighting coil, both fit to the original stator and will give you the required output.
Rex’s 12 volt regulator will make sure that the (6volt) XT500 lighting coil produces 12 volts (its a
magic trick we’ve perfected). We do stipulate the XT lighting coil is in good condition. One with
corrosion, loose windings or missing insulation isn’t going to be your friend here.
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Mandatory parts required
with Rex’s TT5 Wiring loom.
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Power Source - You need one of the following 3 options:
12 volt versions of either the “Field & Tarmac”
RMK-2 or the “Full Power Competition” RMK-4
electronic ignition systems are the ideal power
source.
The kits are categorised on the performance of
the ignition section, the lighting is identical on
both.
12 volts kits come with the regulator, so you
don’t need to buy another.

Rex’s 12 volt lighting coil (LC-1)
This fits both stock Yamaha stators and
“ignition only” RMK ignition kits.
If you are staying with contact breaker ignition
this is the recommended lighting coil. This does
need some wiring, if electrics aren’t your thing
you may need help fitting this part. Our
workshops can do this for you.
If you have our “ignition only” kit, this part can
be added to give power for lights.
You need to buy the regulator separately.

A lighting coil from a XT500. The lighting coil is
the larger on the left when mounted on the
engine.
A non -preferred option but one that will work
none the less. You need a good condition
XT500 lighting coil and extremely good wiring
skills, its more fiddly than fitting the LC-1.
Carefully note the wiring, make a drawing if
needed or take pictures on your phone.
Remove the winding carefully. This can then be
used as a donor to fit to your TT500 stator.
You need to buy the regulator separately.
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Mandatory parts required with Rex’s TT5 Wiring loom cont.
Power control & storage: A regulator is a must, choose battery-less or battery

Rex’s regulator rectifier P/N RR12V-1
Mandatory part. OEM quality, correct rating to
cope with the output from the LC-1. Also it is
powerful enough to convert a 6 volt XT winding
to 12 volts.
The warranty on you kit will be invalidated if
you use a different regulator.

Choose battery-less with an eliminator.
You need either a battery eliminator or a
battery. Battery eliminators are recommended
for off road competition machines.
P/N: BE-1 is the recommended eliminator

A battery will make the system more suited to road
use than running battery-less. With a battery you
have the option of lights when the engine isn’t
running.
The largest battery: Motobatt MB3U.
The smallest is our DT12V-Batt.
Due to shipping regulations batteries cannot be
exported outside the UK.
Motobatt Lithium batteries with onboard voltage
regulators may be used. The system is designed for
lead acid battery technology only. You must check
with the manufacturer of other brands that their
battery can accept normal lead acid charging
voltages of 14.5- 14.9 volts.
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Choices Choices!
You should now have a functioning electrical system, so now you want things to plug in to it. We strongly
recommend you use handlebar switch p/n HBS-1 as its designed to be plug and go. This switch is important
as it controls the head and tail lamps, without it the lights won’t work. You can modify the one from the
Yamaha TT500 lighting kit or an XT500 provided you are experienced and able with electrics. We do give
you a wiring diagram for you to follow, but unfortunately we can’t talk you through how to do it.
Finally we leave the choice of light units to you, filament bulbs work reliably. We don’t recommend LED
headlights as they do not like AC power and cause a lot of problems, so stay away from these.

Handle bar switch P/N: HBS-1

Small battery P/N: DT12V-Batt

Battery wiring harness P/N: WL44

Headlamp assembly: HLA-1

Rear lamp Assembly: XT5-RLA

Horn: P/N HTR12V-B

Rear brake switch P/N:RBS-1

Kill Switch: P/N KS-2

Front brake switch P/N: BLB-1
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FAQ
1. Do I need a battery?
-No, the wiring kit can run with a battery eliminator. You do need one or the other.
3. Can I add a battery?
-Yes. The battery eliminator can be replaced with a small 12 volt AGM sealed battery
4. Can I use the TT500 lighting coil if I have it rewound or add a different regulator?
-No. This must be replaced, it is not possible to run road lighting with the TT500 winding.
5. Can I use the wiring loom from the Yamaha lighting kit?
- No. The wiring loom Yamaha supplied is completely unsuitable for road lighting, the
only realistic option is to replace it. Rex’s wiring loom is specifically designed as a “fit and
go” option without all the trouble of working out how to build a stripped down loom.
6. What headlamp can I use?
-The most common are 45/45W APF fitting, or a 35/35 halogen in either H4 or MPF fitting.
7. Can I use a LED headlamp?
-No. The headlamp runs on AC power and his will cause problems with LEDs so it is not
recommended to use LED headlamps. Use only filament bulbs in the headlamp.
8. Can I use LED tail lighting?
-In theory yes. However as they are no standards for LED bulbs some may work while
others may need a “Diode Tweak Kit” which will modify the feed for low wattage LEDs.
9. Do I need to do any wiring?
-Yes, but we keep this to an absolute minimum. If you are adding a LC-1 lighting coil to an
existing TT500 stator, there is some wiring that must be done to high standards. If you
choose not to use the recommended handle bar switch there is some design work plus
wiring to make another switch work correctly. We give you a diagram, but our techs can’t
help you with this so you need to be competent in electrics.
10. Can I have indicators?
-No, the kit has no provision for these. If you want full road bike running gear you
should use a XT500 wiring loom and electrical system.
11. Is there a locking ignition switch?
-No. There is no provision for one to be added. Use a kill switch to stop the engine
12. Can I use a lithium battery?
-Any battery you connect must be able to accept the output of a charging system designed
for lead acid technology. The Motobatt Lithium range will accept lead acid charging rates.
Most other brands of lithium battery will not, especially if they do not have onboard voltage
regulator. If you connect a non Motobatt Lithium battery and have trouble, you must see the
battery’s manufacturer as we clearly state this system is designed for lead acid batteries.
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